Abstract-The paper presents a solution to the problem of movement tracking in images acquired from video cameras monitoring outside terrain. The solution is resistant to such adverse factors as: leaves fluttering, grass waving, smoke or fog, movement of clouds etc. The presented solution is based on well known image processing methods, nevertheless the key was the use of an appropriate conduct procedure. In order to obtain a real-time system the CUDA technology was involved.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE problem of movement detection in images [4] appeared relatively early [6] . The astronomy world struggled with objects detection in images [8] of the night sky acquired by telescopes long before the era of modern computers. In first systems images were alternately displayed in front of an operator who was able to perform detection of a motion celestial body. In such systems a natural subconscious human ability of movement detection was involved [9] , [10] .
T
Excluding cheap and simple movement detectors or sensors (passive infrared, ultrasonic, or microwave) the task of motion detection with the use of video cameras [11] is based on digital image processing [5] . Many present-day computer systems begin the work from the stage of a differential image of two images [14] , which next undergoes a series of processes [16] . The detection of a movement [3] is not the only result -in modern systems a trajectory of a motion body can be determined [1] or even identification of the detected object may be performed [2] , [22] .
In this paper we consider the problem of object movement tracking [7] in images acquired from video cameras [12] monitoring outside terrain [13] . The assumption was to elaborate a solution resistant to such adverse factors as: leaves fluttering, grass waving, smoke or fog, movement of clouds etc. A set of well known image processing methods [19] is adopted, and the key was the use of an appropriate conduct procedure. In order to obtain a real-time system the CUDA technology was involved.
The CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) technology appeared quite unexpectedly in 2007 as a result of new Nvidia's GPUs branded GeForce 8. CUDA gave the software developers direct access to the virtual instruction set and memory of the parallel computational elements in GPUs.
CUDA is a parallel computing platform and programming model [24] that makes using a GPU for general purpose computing simple and elegant. At present, there are two main CUDA architectures available: Fermi (see Fig. 1 ) and Kepler. The Maxwell architecture (20 nm technology node) is just about to be launched onto the market. From the programmer's point of view [25] the new architecture brings a set of features, both hardware and software, that is known as the compute capability of a device.
The idea of combining image processing methods or computer vision techniques with CUDA technology started relatively early [15] and going on, being very popular. This paper presents an announced earlier solution to movement detection and tracking, first elaborated using the Matlab environment, and finally independently implemented as the x86 and CUDA application.
The method was originally prepared for monitoring an airport's terrain, but for obvious reasons only neutral shots will be presented.
II. A BRIEF PRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM
The used computer vision system consists of a PC equipped with a CUDA device (GTX 650 Ti, based on the Nvidia's Kepler architecture with compute capability 3.0), and an IP camera. It is supported by the Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 and CUDA 5.5 framework (the most important of it is the CUDA Toolkit component). Fig. 2 shows a visual scheme of the used computer vision system. 
III. MATLAB IMPLEMENTATION
The Matlab environment gives a possibility to elaborate the required procedure relatively fast. The amount of engineering tools included in the Matlab is impressive, nevertheless to obtain required speed the final implementation must be done with the CUDA technology.
A. Example source scenes
Source scenes have been acquired under various terrain and weather conditions. In this section two examples are presented (see Fig. 3 ). The first scene includes an object that is well visible, but also includes waving grass and clouds. The second scene is much more difficult, the object is comparatively small and there is a big tree with fluttering leaves. In both scenes a slight tilt effect is present between shots captured over a distance of a few seconds. 
B. Compensation of the tilt effect
The initial obstacle is the tilt effect between shots, which may occur as a result of small vibration under the influence of wind or some mechanical reasons. To compensate the tilt one image is narrowed about a "frame" and matched with the second image in order to find a location with the smallest difference. Finally images of the scene are "framed" to guarantee the smallest difference between them. The source code in Fig. 4 gives details of the procedure. Fig. 5 shows (only) the cropping effect in the case of the second considered scene. The result will be visible in the case of difference images (the next section). 
C. Getting a difference image
The difference image generation [16] is the first processing stage for a scene. This approach is extremely popular in astronomy [17] and is commonly referred to as difference image analysis (DIA). Results (presented in negative) obtained for the considered scenes (after the tilt compensation) are visible in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . 
D. Removing unwanted artifacts
The received differenced images include moving objects as well as include some unwanted artifacts. In the case of the first scene (Fig. 6 ) a remnant of the tilt effect is still visible (e.g. contour of a building), and in the second scene ( Fig. 7) a tree is well exposed. Some of the artifacts are heavy, what is shown in Fig. 8 , which is a 3D visualization of the content of Fig. 7 .
At the first glance the task of removing unwanted artifacts seems to be difficult. To solve the problem it is necessary to notice that tracked objects generate comparatively low frequencies and the unwanted artifacts rather high frequencies (see Fig. 8 ). As an outcome of many trials it turned out that erosion, a fundamental operation of morphological image processing [18] , gives the best results. The erosion operation is already available in Matlab as ready to use function (erode, imerode). Nevertheless, it was implemented "step by step" for gray-level images with the prospective x86 and CUDA implementations in mind. The source code in Fig. 9 shows details of the erosion implementation with a disk as the structuring element. The results obtained with the erosion are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . The objects are still well visible and the artifacts are predominantly filtered. 
E. Exposing objects
The use of erosion filtering was beneficial to objects detection. It turned out that objects can be further exposed with the use of low-pass filtering. There are two possibilities: simple spatial filtering (neighborhood averaging) with a large mask 7x7 or just the standard transform FFT2. The second tool is faster and already available in majority of programming environments (including CUDA). In the case of Matlab we have twodimensional convolution conv2 and set of tools for twodimensional discrete Fourier transform: fft2, ifft2, fftshift.
The process of FFT2 filtering is shown in Fig. 12 , and a 3D result for the first scene is visible in Fig. 13 , and for the second scene is presented in Fig. 14 . 
F. Binarization and the decision
The results visible in Fig. 13 and 14 are rather satisfying. The last stage before the final decision about movement detection is binarization. The best results of binarization were received for threshold from the range of 20-50 of gray levels. The results of binarization are presented in Fig. 15 . The final decision about the movement detection is based on percentage size of objects in frames. In the case of Fig. 15 the percentage sizes of objects are respectively: 0,15% and 0,32%. The established threshold for the elaborated method is 0,1%.
IV. X86 IMPLEMENTATION
The x86 implementation of the elaborated method has been made in C++ with the use of Visual Studio 2012. To speed up the implementation process the well known and free library called OpenCV was used. The library contains a set of ready to use computer vision algorithms (e.g.: linear filtering, cosine transform) as well as basic image processing functions (read/write images, conversion). Custom implementation has been made only for elements that are not included in the OpenCV or those which are poor optimized for the considered application.
C++ language has been chosen for both: x86 and CUDA implementation. Thanks to that it was possible to use exactly the same template project and therefore the execution is not overwhelmed by any language runtime.
A. Example source scenes
Source scenes were captured from an IP camera, flipped horizontally and then converted to 8 bits gray-scale images.
B. Compensation of the tilt effect
The tilt reduction function has been implemented independently in accordance with proposed algorithm and shown in following listing (Fig. 16 ). This function requires two images which we call "previous" and "current" frame. The previous frame is the frame captured first.
The only parameter required is nop. The nop stands for number of pixels. In our implementation we used constant value 5 which means that the previous frame is cropped by 5 pixels from all sides and the current frame is centered this way that the tilt effect (the images deference) to the previous frame is the smallest. 
C. Getting a difference image
The pixels from previous frame are subtracted from current frame then provided as an argument of abs function. The difference image is getting very easy using a ready function abs from OpenCV library and is coded as one line in movement detection function (see Fig. 17 ). 
D. Removing unwanted artifacts
To remove unwanted artifacts that might still persist in the processed image the erosion operator is applied. This has been made using our own implementation because we found it much faster than the option provided by OpenCV. The structuring element used in our implementation is disk inscribed in 5x5 matrix (see Fig. 18 ). 
E. Exposing objects
The last operation applied to the image before movement detection is convolution with 7x7 kernel of all ones. The result of all previous steps is still an grayscale image. Applying the threshold we got the final binarized image ready for the final step. This has been also achieved using one line ready to use function (see Fig. 20 ).
V. CUDA IMPLEMENTATION
Most of operations in proposed algorithm are available in Nvidia Performance Primitives [26] . The NPP is a collection of GPU-accelerated functions for image, video and signal processing. The library is freely available as a part of the CUDA Toolkit.
A. Use of the CUDA device structure
The only function that needed to be implemented independently was the tilt reduction. We couldn't match any function from NPP that would help us to achieve desired results therefore an own kernel has been implemented.
Although CUDA device allows to organize threads in 3D structure, 2D structure was enough. The X and Y axes responds to the position of pixels in the image. Block Index address pixels from "the previous" frame. Pixels from "the current" frame are further offset by the Grid Index. That makes two regions of interest (ROI) for each kernel iteration as shown in Fig. 21 . Grid Size corresponds to nop parameter from the x86 implementation. Block Size is a parameter chosen empirically and have to be power of 2 for further reduction process. The source code of the CUDA kernel is presented in Fig. 22 . 
B. CUDA implementation supported by the NPP library
The use of NPP library is relatively simply. The major difficulty is a preparation of the image data accordingly to NPP requirements. The NPP supports variety of data. Pixels may be provided as 8, 16 or 32 bits signed or unsigned integers or 32 bits floating point numbers. Unfortunately some functions don't support all data types. The choose should be made base on a function availability that need to be used.
What one need to remember is that the NPP is mainly C library. It is a reason that some features like function overloading are not available. One need to use functions that exactly match parameters types. To help to recognize functions a special function name convention has been introduced. Each NPP function begins with nppi. The data type that the function is dedicated for might be distinguish by its suffix. For example suffix R indicates the primitive operates only on a rectangular. Suffix I indicates that the primitive works "in-place". This is well described in the NPP documentation [26] .
The image that is passed to the NPP is always described by three parameters: pointer to the image, image size (as ROI), and line step. Pointer to the image has to be the CUDA device pointer. Line step is the number of bytes between successive rows in the image. Fig. 23 shows the use of the NPP library. The suggested method allows to track only one object that is being detected. The object to be detected must occupy more than 0.1% space of the binarized image. If that happens the object is surrounded by a rectangle and then center of its mass is calculated. If movement is detected in following frames then the track is plotted by joining calculated centers.
Aside of common template project, both implementations use the same algorithm for the considered stage, i.e. movement tracking. This is because of the algorithm simplicity which cause the CUDA implementation unnecessary. Thus, the function is common for x86 and CUDA implementation (see Fig. 27 ). movement detection and tracking. Functions common for both implementations has been omitted in benchmarking. The presented solution shows a significant performance difference between the implementation for x86 and the massively parallel implementation in CUDA. Both implementations give the same final result -confirmation that solution is correct. Performed benchmarks demonstrated substantial acceleration thanks to CUDA implementation which is suitable for a real-time system. It was possible to reach the speed of 25+ fps for resolution 640x480, at least 10 times faster then in the case of x86 implementation. The upper limit velocity of tracked objects for the elaborated method is 4 m/s. It is the outcome of the distance between adjacent frames. The lower limit velocity of tracked objects can be widely adjusted by the distance between analyzed frames.
In order to enrich the method an extension about identification of the detected object may be added using a method similar to one described in [23] . Another challenge is the problem of tracking multiple independent objects [20] , [21] .
